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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #292 

The Occult is The Spiritual Foundation of The United Nations. The 
Stage Is Set For The Coming One World Government Under One 
World Leader. 
"No one will enter the New World Order unless he or she will make a pledge to worship 
Lucifer.”  -(David Spangler, Director of Planetary Initiative, United Nations) 
 
"The United Nations is the greatest fraud in history. Its purpose is to destroy the United 
States." -(John E. Rankin, a U.S. Congressman) 
 
"The age of nations must end. The governments of nations have decided to order their 
separate sovereignties into one government to which they will surrender their arms." 
(U.N. World Constitution) 
 
The first president of the United Nations General Assembly, Paul-Henri Spaak, who was 
also a prime minister of Belgium and one of the early planners of the European 
Common Market, as well as secretary-general of NATO, affirmed, "We do not want 
another committee, we have too many already. What we want is a man of sufficient 
stature to hold the allegiance of all the people and to lift us up out of the economic 
morass into which we are sinking. Send us such a man, and whether he be God or 
devil, we will receive him." 
 

Occultists Worship Numbers 
THE OCCULT CHARACTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

 
April 25, 1945. (4/25/ 4+2+5=11) Delegates from 50 nations met in San Francisco on 

April 25, 1945, for what was officially known as the United Nations Conference on 
International Organization. During a two-month period, they completed a charter 

consisting of 111 articles, based on the draft developed at Dumbarton Oaks. 

 
The charter was approved on June 25 (6/25=6+2+5=13) and signed the next day; it 
became effective on October 24, 1945, after ratification by a majority of the signatories. 
The bonds of the wartime alliance undoubtedly hastened the agreement on establishing 
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the new organization. In December 1945 the Congress of the United States invited the 
UN to establish its headquarters in the United States. 
 
The organization accepted and in August 1946 moved to a temporary location in Lake 
Success, New York. (New York was the 11th state to endorse the Constitution.) Later 
that year a site was purchased bordering the East River in New York City, (New York 
City is exactly 11 letters.) and plans for a permanent headquarters were drawn up. 
 

Number 11 
 
In systems such as Astrology and basic Numerology, eleven is considered to be a 
Master Number. Eleven can also represent sin; transgression and peril. Ten being the 
perfect number, eleven represents the exceeding of both. It is interesting to note that 
eleven when broken down (1+1=2) comprises the Two of duality. (Lucifer tried/wanted 
to be equal to God). 
 
Number eleven is a master vibration and as such should not be reduced to a single 
number. People with this number could be both idealistic and visionary, and they are 
attracted to the unknown. They can be unusual, interesting and magnetic personalities. 
Eleven bring the gift of spiritual inheritance, (system of the Anti-Christ) is gifted as the 
"Light-Bearer". 
 
Eleven (11) is a sacred number. When eleven is multiplied by the perfect number 3, the 
number 33 is produced, a number of tremendous occult importance. In 1933, Adolf 
Hitler and President Franklin Roosevelt came to power. Both these men were 
committed to the establishment of the New World Order, and their actions impacted 
humanity greatly. It was also in 1933 that the First Humanist Manifesto was issued. Do 
you see how Satan manipulated world history to produce three New World Order events 
in 1933? Thus, a powerful 333 served as a framework for world events in that year.  
 

Occultists Worship Numbers. 
 
 

A copy of a top-secret document has been smuggled out of the Executive Office 
Building in Washington DC. Parts of it are as follows: On transfer of sovereignty to the 
United Nations, those who do not conform to United Nations authority will be considered 
Resisters and declared Enemies of The Government. Public statements in support of 
the old ways and favoring continued United States nationalism will be considered 
Enemy Doctrine. Are You An 'Enemy of the State?’ 
 
The Purpose of the build-up of World Wars was to create a Need for Peace so that 
United Nations may be needed and then created as a Solution for establishing peace 
between nations. A World body of Government with a World Court and a World Police 
to keep nations in place and to concentrate power into a few people's hands. Whose 
hands? 
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William Howard Taft, Skull and Bones graduate of 1878, helped found the American 
Society for the Judicial Settlement of International Disputes in 1920. This soon became 
the League to Enforce the Peace, then the League of Nations, and then finally The 
United Nations. If you look at things from a historical perspective, the U.N. today has 
implemented or is in the process of implementing all the planks of Adam Weishaupt's 
Manifesto. 
 
When George Bush took us to war in the Persian Gulf, he stated boldly that he didn't 
need the approval of Congress anymore to declare war because he had a U.N. 
Mandate. We have sacrificed a large part of our U.S. sovereignty. 
 
The U.N. has passed a Declaration of Children's Rights. It is now a Right for the child to 
receive vaccinations, which do more harm than good, and a parent doesn't have the 
right to interfere. Parents who interfere with the rights of a child or abuse a child or are 
accused of abuse can have their children taken by the state. If you are seen spanking a 
child more than two or three times, the child abuse police will be unleashed against you. 
This amounts to nothing more than a giant power transfer, from us to them. 
 
There are 33 sections to the United Nations inner emblem logo. 
11, 13 and 33 Are The Illuminati \ Freemason's Signature 
 
The Vatican and UN working for the same one-world government and religion 
under a one-world leader 
 
(Adopted from The UN’s Occult Purpose Revealed by Their Own Writings by Greg 
Szymanski) 
 
In years past, Pope Paul VI once read a papal encyclical that boldly called on the 
nations of the world to ban sovereignty and form a world government. 
As reported by William T. James in a book he wrote called Foreshocks of the Anti-
Christ, published in 1997, he noted that Paul VI held a staff with a bent cross, a symbol 
of Lucifer with emaciated Jesus arms stretched out in a Masonic triangle with pine 
cones at his feet. Coincidentally, Pope John Paul II throughout his tenure carried the 
same staff. And just like Paul VI, John Paul II called for a “New World Order”, dedicating 
an entire Jan. 1, 2004 speech to this concept while extolling the virtues of unity and 
sanctioning the work of the United Nations. 
 
In another book entitled Broken Cross: Hidden Hand in the Vatican, the mention of the 
staff with the bent cross in the hands of John Paul II comes up again, the writer quoting 
a Masonic encyclopedia regarding its hidden meaning:  “A broken or bent cross is a 
symbol used by Satanists, black magicians and sorcerers of the middle ages making 
use of it to represent the Biblical term the ‘Mark of the Beast,’” said the author, 
reminding us that it is just another blatant symbol of the Anti-Christ. 
 
With the Pope now declared as the moral religious by all government leaders as well as 
the likes of 33 degree Freemason, Billy Graham, the tool used by all those in the New 
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World Order camp to bring about their synthesis of change will be the United Nations. 
And it is clear when one studies the intent of the UN, its purpose is both political and 
spiritual. 
 
Let’s look at organizations created by the UN as well as quotes from several top UN 
officials, past and present.  In 1994, in a World Goodwill Newsletter, that publication 
reported the creation of a UN Interfaith Organization called the Temple of 
Understanding, the goal being to create a “spiritual UN.”  Its supporters in fact were not 
small fries but people like Eleanor Roosevelt and Anwar Sadat, indicating this 
organization has top-level approval. Two other facts stand out, verifying the UN’s 
purpose far exceeds just the legal and political realms. Founded in 1995, the United 
Religious Organization was founded under the UN’s watchful eye, stressing a unification 
of all religions. According to UN documents, the organization fell into place by 2000 and 
became fully operational by 2005. 
 
“Do not worry if not all religions will join the United Religious Organization. Many nations 
did not join the UN at the beginning but later regretted it. It was the same with the 
European communities and it will be the case with the world’s religions because 
whoever stays out and aloof will sooner or later regret it.” 
 
Do not take Muller’s words lightly as he was one of the biggest UN movers and shakers 
and through his own admission and theoretical associations is a high-level occultist with 
a hidden agenda. Known as the father of global education, Muller’s UN credentials 
include being the author of the World Core Educational curriculum and drawing up the 
framework for world media coverage. According to several researchers, what every 
person has to learn henceforth is inspired by this man. However, this begs the question, 
who inspired Muller? In the book, The World’s Last Dictator by Dwight L. Kinman, Muller 
states: “We must move as quickly as possible to a one-world government, one-world 
religion under a one-world leader.” 
 
In other writings, Muller claims to have been deeply influenced by Jesuit priest Teilhard 
de Chardin, saying “I myself have been deeply influenced by de Chardin and his global 
long term thinking.” Called the father of the New Age Movement, Muller further states 
that de Chardin always viewed the UN “as the progressive institutional embodiment of 
his philosophy” (Jesuit philosophy).  De Chardin wrote in 1955: “Although the form is not 
yet discernible, mankind will one day awaken to a ‘pan-organized world’”. Although this 
should tip off readers to the UN’s occult agenda if you know anything about the occult 
hidden agenda of the Jesuits, Muller further links his ties to Luciferianism with this quote 
listed in the forward of his World Core Curriculum. 
 
“The underlying philosophy upon which the Robert Muller School is based will be found 
in the teachings set forth in the books of Alice A. Bailey.” 
 
Bailey, a high priestess of the New Age with ties to H.P Blavatsky as a former head of 
Blavatsky’s Theosophical Society. 
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In this startling quote, Bailey tells us of the occult agenda behind the formulation of the 
UN: “…the effects of the UN in the formulation of a world plan can be seen in the 
planning and preparation of the New Age. From the very start of this unfoldment, three 
occult factors have governed the development of these plans,” said Bailey, who wrote 
24 books of esoteric philosophy under a company called Lucifer Publishing. 
 
Speaking of Lucifer while supposedly receiving channeled messages from Tibetan 
Djwal Khul, Bailey added in one of her works entitled The Reappearance of Christ: 
 
“The major effect of his appearance will surely be to demonstrate in every lands the 
effects of inclusiveness…all who see no true or basic difference between religion and 
religion or between man and man or nation and nation will rally around him; those who 
embody the spirit of exclusiveness and separateness will stand automatically and 
equally revealed and all men will know them for what they are.” 
 
It is clear to those Bible readers, Bailey is not talking about Jesus of the Bible, but the 
counterfeit Lucifer who is worshiped by the few “enlightened men at the UN” controlling 
world policy through occult teachings. 
 
To further make this clear ask why the UN Prayer room is shaped like a Trapezoid after 
looking up the significance and purpose of the Order of the Trapezoid as told by occult 
writers. 
 
Although quotes abound linking the Vatican, the Jesuits, Freemasonry, the leaders of 
the U.S., and the UN to Luciferianism, we will leave you with only one, leaving the rest 
for future articles. 
 
Here is a quote by Brock Chisolm, former director of the World Health Organization 
made in the Christian World Report in March 1991: 
 
“To achieve world government it is necessary to remove from the minds of men their 
individualism, loyalty to family tradition, national patriotism, and religious dogmas.” 
 

 

Pope Francis calls for “One World Government” To “Save Humanity” 
Speaking with Ecuador’s “El Universo” newspaper, the Pope said that the United 
Nations doesn’t have enough power and must be granted full governmental control “for 
the good of humanity.” 
 
Here is more from the Guardian: 
Pope Francis will this week call for changes in lifestyles and energy consumption to 
avert the “unprecedented destruction of the ecosystem” before the end of this century, 
according to a leaked draft of a papal encyclical. In a document released by an Italian 
magazine on Monday, the pontiff will warn that failure to act would have “grave 
consequences for all of us”. 
 

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/13/pope-francis-intervention-transforms-climate-change-debate
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Francis also called for a new global political authority tasked with “tackling … 
the reduction of pollution and the development of poor countries and regions”. 
His appeal echoed that of his predecessor, Pope Benedict XVI, who proposed a kind 
of super-UN to deal with the world’s economic problems and injustices in a 2009 
encyclical.  

 
 

King Charles diagnosed with Cancer 
February 5, 2024 
King Charles III, 75, has been diagnosed with cancer, Buckingham Palace announced 
Monday. 
 

 
 
"During The King’s recent hospital procedure for benign prostate enlargement, a 
separate issue of concern was noted," the palace said in an emailed 
statement. "Subsequent diagnostic tests have identified a form of cancer." 
 
The statement also did not specify what stage the cancer was found. 
 
Separately, Buckingham Palace said Charles did not have prostate cancer. 
 
“His Majesty has today commenced a schedule of regular treatments, during which time 
he has been advised by doctors to postpone public-facing duties,” the statement added.  
  
According to the statement, the king wanted to share his diagnosis in part to 
avoid speculation on his condition but also "in the hope it may assist public 
understanding for all those around the world who are affected by cancer." 
 
Charles is grateful for the swift intervention of his medical team and their expert care, 
according to Buckingham Palace. 

https://substack.com/redirect/8c28f50e-27df-46bb-9762-35de541055c2?j=eyJ1IjoieDZyOSJ9.sswljKDjPxrsPYs0E0Pz_uAed0xJe9oJb8KqvZtxsw4
https://substack.com/redirect/1feae082-ab85-47e9-9ab6-875fd85aa3ff?j=eyJ1IjoieDZyOSJ9.sswljKDjPxrsPYs0E0Pz_uAed0xJe9oJb8KqvZtxsw4
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No further details are being shared about his treatment or prognosis, a palace 
spokesperson said, but the king returned to London on Monday to begin out-patient 
treatment. 
 
The Daily Mail for Tuesday, February 6, 2024 reported the head line – “Charles does 
not have prostate cancer, but the type is not yet known;” a statement which by content 
is highly misleading and an indication HRH Charles’ handlers are not sure how they 
want to control the narrative for the world.  Keeping in mind that HRH Charles is the 
Biblical Antichrist, Mr. “666”, it is highly unlikely that we will be given the truth and  
obfuscation and propaganda will prevail.  An ambulance sat outside Buckingham 
Palace all day Tuesday most likely for any tourist crowd emergencies rather than for 
HRH Charles.  The Palace did not specify the type of the disease, other than to say it’s 
not prostate cancer. 
 
Buckingham Palace noted that many of the king's planned engagement will have to 
postpone or canceled, apologizing in advance to anyone inconvenienced as a result. 
Charles' wife, Queen Camilla, will continue with her full public duties as he undergoes 
treatment.  The Daily Mail did say his problem was caught early enough and not 
considered life-threatening!   
 
 

Genetic Harvesting  — The Globalists Push for Collecting Your DNA 
to Target and Control Your Behavior 
By Paul A. Philips February 4, 2024 
 
An unsuspecting alliance between the UK’s National Health Service (NHS) and 
Royal Mail was formed to set up a rather dubious charity that offers £10 to 
anyone who submits their DNA to them. Some 20 million-plus UK citizens have 
been “randomly contacted” and asked to submit their DNA. 
 
The so-called charity ‘Our Future Health’ is pitching the offer under the auspices of 
studying your DNA for the purpose of ‘people’s future health benefits…’ For more on 
this go Here. 
 
Does this government-backed and funded human DNA surveying operation smack of 
hidden ulterior motive to you? 
 
Is this nationwide request part of a DNA evaluation process to study those jabbed with 
mRNA vaccines…? And what about studying the effects on individual DNA with 
graphene and 5G…? Consider this in relation to the internet of things. 
 
Although you may not live in the UK will the idea behind this project expand worldwide?   
Further, will those acting for the globalist’s power cult having access to your DNA from 
the database make you an unsuspecting target one day? 
 

https://www.inewparadigm.com/
https://www.notonthebeeb.co.uk/post/charity-offers-10-to-harvest-your-dna
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In other words – Do you have the following characteristics? 
* You’re someone with high integrity. 
* You’re aware of the bigger picture seeing a higher perspective through an alternative 
lens. 
* Having been awakened you feel morally dutifully bound to be an activist, having the 
conscience to act on what’s fair, right and just… 
* Your activism is based on exposing corporate criminal activity, treasonous 
governmental and political corruption… 
* You give your full support to the second amendment. 
* You endorse pro-constitutional views… 
 
Ticked all boxes? Then congratulations, you deserve a badge of honor! You have an 
involvement in the only game that’s really worth playing, I digress. 
 
As someone against the New World Order perpetrators, however, you could be a 
victim of their military-industrial based energy weapon technology directed at 
your DNA for you having the above behavior-related characteristics. 
 
Through mass-surveillance, the idea of using hi-tech stealth weapons on an 
unsuspecting public to manipulate and control their behavior into subjugation is nothing 
new. Consider what DARPA have been doing covertly over the years. 
 
Yes, as I pointed out in so many words in an earlier article, it’s quite ironic that your 
hard-earned cash is getting deducted from you as tax and is then used to turn on you 
through DARPA surveillance and manipulative behavior modification controlling 
technology! 
 
Over the years there has been mounting whistleblower testimony, leaked documentary 
evidence and declassified material to verify this horrifying weaponry on we-the-people. 
In context, this only further adds to how ruthlessly evil these globalists are. 
 
Further, with all its developments, who really knows just exactly how advanced this 
military underground technology has become: Targeted victims having been gang 
stalked from a hidden remote location well and truly have some creditable knowledge 
about the mind controlling effects they have experienced. 
 

Effects on the targeted victim may include: 
*Memory erasure: Fake memory replacement. 
*Hearing the ‘voice of God,’ an example of the many potential false perceptions 
impacted on the targeted individual. 
*Adherence to the cybernetic hive mind, as revealed by whistle blowers such as ex-CIA 
engineer Robert Duncan who had been a victim himself. Other political activist brave 
whistle blowers include the likes of Oxford University Physicist Dr. Katherine Horton, 
PhD, former security specialist Brian Kofron, Scientist Dr. Nick Begich, Sabrina Wallace, 
Dr Daniel Lebowitz, M.D., and many more in the growing list. 
 

https://www.activistpost.com/2017/03/darpa-using-warfare-technology-unsuspecting-civilians-mass-mind-control.html
https://www.amazon.com/How-Tame-Demon-intimidation-electronic/dp/1492912662/ref=pd_lpo_sbs_14_t_1?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=2K7JDC6JDGVHARXVKTRZ
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*Manipulation/alteration of thoughts, feelings and emotions. -The net effect can be 
anything the controller’s desire. A targeted individual could feel like they’re going mad… 
*Sexual arousal. 
*Dream scenario implanting. 
*Physiological alteration such as hormonal control capable of wreaking havoc on the 
targeted individual’s body. 
*Did you know that even your thoughts can be read. Such is the extent of the 
technology’s capability. 
 

Hacking into Your Biofield and DNA for Surveillance and Remote Control 
In a recent very interesting video Makia Freeman reports on Sabrina Wallace and her 
presentation. Essentially, Sabrina’s presentation points out that deep state technology is 
collecting information on people’s energetic biofield or auric DNA. 
 
In effect, this collected biofield or auric DNA information is the gateway to surveillance 
monitoring and the subsequent directing of data back at the targeted individual to 
produce an outcome: The desired manipulative behavior modification. 
 
Frequency and resonance based, the technology is directed at the body tissue, making 
microchipping redundant, as people can be controlled in this way wirelessly. 
 
Sabrina comes from a military-based technology family who had worked on secret black 
projects. You may be astounded to know that according to her: 
 
Talk about Huxley’s Brave New world. Ultimately, the deep state wants to use this 
technology to control people to the point of turning them into automated zombies, 
incapable of thinking, acting or being themselves. 
 
All this intended to be done without the people having any idea of the behavioral 
modification that has been or could be used on them if they step out of line… 
 

In Reflection 
It’s not the intention of the author to instill fear into those reading this. However, we 
cannot ignore what’s going on. 
 
Over the years this has been regarded as a somewhat fantastical, contentious subject. 
However, the evidence has now become so overwhelming as proof of the military-based 
technology and the detailing of its effects on citizens. 
 
This first step is to realize that this darkest technology does exist so that we can do 
something about it. 
 
We have to stand up against this infiltration, invasion. Stand up for our sovereign human 
rights. Take back the control of our biofield. We have to stand for our free will on every 
level: the mental, physical and spiritual. 
 

https://thefreedomarticles.com/mind-control-technology-current-state/
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Wholeheartedly, I encourage you to do your own due diligence on this highly concerning 
subject. Have an open mind. There are ways to protect yourself that are available online 
from whistleblowers such as Sabrina Wallace. 
 
As already mentioned have a look at this interesting eye-opening video where Makia 
Freeman goes through the technology and presentation from Sabrina Wallace.  [I have 
been viewing the incredible videos by Sabrina Wallace over the past two years in 
relation to what I have been researching on 5G EMF/EMR.  Somehow we all have been 
kept in the dark about this use of technology.  I would have dismissed Sabrina 
Wallace’s videos had I not been familiar with DARPA and the CIA, both active in human 
behavior research experiments. –Pastor Bob]  
 

 
American Leaders Agree to WEF’s Plan to Ration Meat & Energy 

Hunter Fielding February 5, 2024 
 

 
 
Leaders in the United States have agreed to move forward with the plan pushed by the 
World Economic Forum (WEF) to ration meat and dairy products, electricity, and gas for 
the American people. 
 
Under the WEF’s plan, the general public will no longer be able to travel and buy food 
freely, instead being required to ask for permission from the government if they wish to 
consume food that came from a traditionally farmed animal or fill up their car with fossil 
fuels. 
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The WEF’s plan seeks to eliminate the farming industry and push citizens into driving 
expensive China-dependent electric vehicles (EVs). 
 
The following report is a press release by the United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA): 
 There were 87.2 million head of cattle and calves on U.S. farms as of Jan. 1, 2024, 
according to the Cattle report published today by the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s 
National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS). 
 

 
 
Other key findings in the report were: 

 Of the 87.2 million head inventory, all cows and heifers that have calved totaled 
37.6 million. 

 There are 28.2 million beef cows in the United States as of Jan. 1, 2024, down 
2% from last year. 

 The number of milk cows in the United States decreased slightly to 9.36 million. 
 U.S. calf crop was estimated at 33.6 million head, down 2% from 2022. 
 All cattle on feed were at 14.4 million head, up 2% from 2023. 

 
To obtain an accurate measurement of the current state of the U.S. cattle industry, 
NASS surveyed approximately 36,300 operators across the nation during the first half of 
January. Surveyed producers were asked to report their cattle inventories as of Jan. 1, 
2024, and calf crop for the entire year of 2023 by internet, mail, telephone, or in-person 
interview. 
 

https://www.nass.usda.gov/Newsroom/2024/01-31-2024.php
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To avoid facing rations, the American people would need to switch to eating lab-grown 
“meats” and insect-based “foods” and drive an EV.  According to the WEF, these drastic 
measures are necessary to “save the planet” from the “climate crisis.” 
 
However, despite the plan causing unprecedented cuts to citizens’ quality of life, the 
vast majority of America’s power elite say they fully support the agenda and are calling 
on President Joe Biden to sign the WEF’s treaty to commit to the program. 
 
Worryingly, Biden has expressed his overwhelming support for the plan and is urging 
the WEF, and globalist ally the United Nations, to accelerate the agenda. 
 
Shockingly, 77 percent of higher-income Americans overall and almost 90 percent of 
those from “top universities” are now pushing for the strict rationing of gas, meat, and 
electricity in order to combat “climate change.” 
 
In fact, nearly 60 percent of such people believe there’s too much liberty in America 
even though, objectively speaking, we’re less free than ever. 
 
Moreover, in another example of the pseudo-elite vs. street divide, 63 percent of 
Americans in general oppose the above rationing policy. 
 
Reporting on the story, The College Fix writes that the “Committee to Unleash 
Prosperity [CUP], in a survey that sought to measure the beliefs of ‘elites,’ stated the 
findings reveal climate change ‘is clearly an obsession of the very rich and highly 
educated.’” 
 
The outlet also notes: 
The poll, released this month and titled “Them vs. U.S.: The two Americas and how the 
nation’s elite is out of touch with average Americans,” was billed by the committee as a 
“first-of-its-kind look at the views of the American Elite.” 
 
They are defined as “people having at least one post-graduate degree, earning at least 
$150,000 annually, and living in high-population density areas (more than 10,000 
people per square mile in their zip code).” 
 
… The report is based on two surveys of 1,000 elites conducted last fall. 
“The study also examined a sub-sample of elites, adults who attended Ivy League 
schools or other elite private schools, including Northwestern, Duke, Stanford, and the 
University of Chicago. Roughly half of those we classify as ‘elites’ attended one of these 
schools. For the purpose of this study, we label those who attended one of these 
schools as ‘Ivy League Graduates,’” according to the group. 
 
So when failed presidential candidate John Edwards said on the campaign trail in 2004 
that there are “two Americas,” he was right — just not in the way he thought. CUP 
illustrates this well, summarizing its findings: 
 

https://www.thecollegefix.com/89-of-ivy-league-grads-support-strict-rationing-of-gas-meat-electricity-to-fight-climate-change-poll/
https://committeetounleashprosperity.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Them-vs-Us_CTUP-Rasmussen-Study-FINAL.pdf
https://www.bing.com/videos/riverview/relatedvideo?q=john+edwards+two+americas+speech&mid=3F443C6B7AE0A66145703F443C6B7AE0A6614570&FORM=VIRE
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 In a time when most Americans have suffered a loss of real take-home pay, 74% 
of elites say they are financially better off today than in the past versus 20% of all 
Americans. 

 Nearly six in ten say there is too much individual freedom in America – double 
the rate of all Americans. 

 More than two-thirds (67%) favor rationing of vital energy and food sources to 
combat the threat of climate change. 

 In stark contrast to the rest of America, 70% of the Elites trust the government to 
“do the right thing most of the time.” 

 Two-thirds (67%) say teachers and other educational professionals should 
decide what children are taught rather than letting parents decide. 

 Somewhere between half and two-thirds favor banning things like SUVs, gas 
stoves, air conditioning, and non-essential air travel to protect the environment. 

 About six of ten elites have a favorable opinion of the so-called talking 
professions—lawyers, lobbyists, politicians, and journalists. 

 President Joe Biden enjoys an 84% job approval rating from this group – roughly 
twice as high as the general public. 

 
Power Line’s John Hinderaker points out, however, that it’s a mistake calling these 
people “elite” — and not because they’re merely pseudo-elites, wholly unspectacular 
intellectually and morally. 
 
Rather, adding perspective, he writes: 
Ten thousand people per square mile represents a high-density urban environment. 
 
But in that context, $150,000 a year is no princely salary. Nationwide, it takes far more–
around $650,000 annually–to be in the top 1% in income. A person who lives in a big 
city and earns $150,000 is not, in any financial sense, elite. 
 
So the key element in [the] formula is having a postgraduate degree. 
 
Basically, what we are surveying here is people with graduate degrees who live in cities, 
the large majority of whom don’t make a great deal of money. Many in that group are 
probably women…. 
 
In fact, with these people having been indoctrinated out of their common sense, coming 
to mind could be the saying, “Never let your schooling interfere with your education.” 
 
As for many respondents possibly being female, note that young women in large cities 
actually enjoy relative wage parity with men; in fact, they out-earn their male 
counterparts in several large metropolises. 
 
This said and as the electoral “sex gap” reflects, women are generally more liberal than 
men are; women are also significantly more likely to support “left-wing authoritarianism,” 
according to a study cited by famed psychologist Jordan Peterson. 
 

https://www.powerlineblog.com/archives/2024/01/are-our-elites-crazy.php
https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2022/03/28/young-women-are-out-earning-young-men-in-several-u-s-cities/
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Whatever their sex, however, clear is that a more accurate way than even “pseudo-elite” 
to describe most of these people is “useful idiots.” 
 
As with the liberal NYC parent who balked at “diversity” after an integration plan 
affected his kids’ school — saying “It’s more complicated when it’s about your own 
children” — these “progressives” aren’t big on living with their own ideals.  But they’d 
have to. Under the kind of government they’d (unwittingly) enable, only a minuscule 
ruling pseudo-elite enjoy power, position, pocketbook, and perks. 
 
The billionaire Soros and Gates clans may be able to buy themselves a place at the 
table, but $150k (which they’d no longer command, anyway) will place you among the 
serfs. 
 
In other words, these useful idiots would be subject to rationing themselves — inclusive 
of the arts-and-croissant-crowd pleasures of which they’re so fond. 
 
Our entire modern lifestyle, after all, is energy-dependent. 
 
The lesson is that the hellfire demons of despotism can be liberated but not moderated, 
and will happily consume along with those who’d tighten their bonds, those who would 
lose them.  Welcome to the New World Order! 
 
 

GREAT AMERICAN ECLIPSE OF APRIL 8, 2024 
SIGN OF JONAH  ~ Omens of National Judgments 

Just Coincidence or Prophecy (History told in Advance!) 
by Luis B. Vega 
vegapost@hotmail.com 
www.PostScripts.org    
  
‘The Men of Nineveh shall rise up in the Judgment with this Generation and shall 
Condemn it: for they Repented at the Preaching of Jonas; and behold, a Greater 
than Jonas is here’. 
-Luke 11:32 
  
The purpose of this study is to illustrate how several Locations named ‘Nineveh’ were 
highlighted along the Path of the Moon’s Shadow that crossed the Continental USA, 
during the April 8, 2024 Great American Eclipse. This Solar Eclipse marked the 3rd in 
the Sequence that started on August 21, 2017. The 2nd Great American Eclipse 
occurred on October 14, 2023. One will illustrate the Path with such ‘Nineveh’ Name 
Association, to ascertain their possible Prophetic Significance. 
  
If one believes Solar Eclipses are ‘Celestial Signs’, then this Last and 3rd Great 
American Eclipse was the ‘Conclusion’. It was of the Divine Sign that spelled a Dire 
Omen of National Judgment. It was about a Spirit of Division cast upon the Land and 
People of the USA, as it was also Pending for the Once and Great Land and People of 

https://thenewamerican.com/us/liberal-hypocrisy-diversity-now-psst-just-not-in-our-kids-schools/
mailto:vegapost@hotmail.com
http://www.postscripts.org/
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Ancient Nineveh. One provides this Assessment based on several Inferences that 
included; even the Topography and Length of the Eclipse. 
  
One was first Alerted of this ‘Nineveh’ Association along the Path of the Moon’s Shadow 
by a fellow Brother in Christ named Jeová. He is from Brazil and is a Pastor of a Local 
Congregation there. One was contacted with the following Summation and Assertion 
surmised by other Researchers about these Nineveh Localities along the Shadow of the 
Eclipse. The main Assertion was that there were 6 Localities in the USA, in or near the 
Path, that were named, ‘Nineveh’. However, one will demonstrate that there are a total 
of 7 such Locales called Nineveh in the entire Continental USA. And that their 
Association with the General Proximity of the Moon’s Path was Subjective. 
 
Nonetheless, one has argued, in one’s Research that has spanned over a Decade, that 
the 3 Great American Eclipses that have traversed the States of the American Union 
were Prophetic. Based on one’s Interpretation, they have even been Biblical of the likes 
of, precisely, that of the Ancient Empires of Egypt and Nineveh. In this 3rd and Last 
Case, the Eclipse traversed at a Diagonal from the Southern Texas-Mexico Border to 
the Maine-Canada Borders. However, if the Number of Locales named ‘Nineveh’ are 6, 
7 or 8, that is Subjective as one will see.  One argues that it is really only 2 such 
Nineveh Locales that were in the Direct Path of the Moon’s Shadow of the Last Eclipse. 
 

It is About a Call to Repentance 
 
Depending on the Proximity of the Localities, there were 4 Nineveh Locales that were 
not within the Direct Shadow of the Moon during the Eclipse. And 2 Nineveh Locales 
were within 250 to 230 Miles from the Shadow’s Limit that in itself ranged from 120 to 
100 Miles wide. One has written about these 3 Great American Solar Eclipse and how 
they Spelled Doom and Gloom for the USA. In the End-Notes, there will be Links to the 
Book and other Articles directly associating this Phenomena with National Judgment, a 
40 Day Dependence, a New Religious Year and a Division of the Land and its People. 
_______________________ 
 
From: Brother Jeová 
Path of Sites named ‘Nineveh’ during the April 8, 2024 
https://rev12daily.blogspot.com/2024/01/alas-babylon.html#comments 
  
THE SIGN OF JONAH... 
  
Matthew 12:39- An Evil and Adulterous Generation seeks after a Sign: and there 
shall no Sign be given to it, BUT THE SIGN OF THE PROPHET JONAH! 
  
Jonah 3:9-10- Jonah arrived in NINEVEH and urged the People to REPENT, 
otherwise the City would be Destroyed. 
  
Biblical Scholar Donald Wiseman speculates that an ECLIPSE took place when JONAH 
arrived in NINEVEH to warn the People to REPENT. 

https://rev12daily.blogspot.com/2024/01/alas-babylon.html#comments
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Exodus 4:8 (April 8th) - If they do not believe the FIRST SIGN (08/21/2017), they will 
believe the SECOND SIGN (04/08/2024). This April 8th 2024 eclipse goes directly 
through 6 Cities with the Name NINEVEH! 
  
1 Nineveh, Texas                               Latitude: 31.383512 | Longitude: -
95.806067             
2 Nineveh, Indiana                             Latitude: 39.362272 | Longitude: -
86.084714              
3 Nineveh Township, Ohio                 Latitude: 40.250340 | Longitude: -
83.000180              
4 Nineveh, Pennsylvania                   Latitude: 39.961463 | Longitude: -
80.307843              
5 Nineveh, New York                          Latitude: 42.194246 | Longitude: -
75.602407              
6 Nineveh, Nova Scotia                     Latitude: 44.486219 | Longitude: -64.807320 
  
Marantha King Jesus   
The information came from RevelationWatchman777 and Mark Allison 88 on YouTube. 
  
Chart: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tg7WW7uG1eW04h3Dz4- 
d3ie7r4wE4uR1/view?usp=sharing 
______________________ 
  
One was convinced that the 3 Great American Eclipses had Historical Inferences to the 
Divisions that brought about the 1st U.S. Civil War. And in fact, one will contribute to this 
Conversation a most peculiar Civil War Association. This Historical Association speaks 
of what is to come and will be inevitable for the USA, Civil War. Why? As opposed to 
Ancient Nineveh, it was spared of its National Judgment because they Repented. 
 

It is About the Graveyard of Empires 
 
The USA has not Repented, given its 6.66 Year Countdown since 2017 and Time to 
Repent. How so? Was it no Coincidence that the 1st of the 3 Great American Solar 
Eclipses started in the Jewish Month of Elul 1? And? That is the Start of the 40 Day 
Season of National Repentance. Does one now see how that Divine Sign was and is 
directly associated with the 40 Days of Jonah Preaching Repentance to the Land and 
People of Ancient Nineveh? And how that Nation and People, starting from the Top, 
from the King all Repented of their Corruption, Wickedness and Secret Sins? Thus, did 
this ‘X’, mark the Foreshadowing of the coming U.S. Civil War 2? And what is that U.S. 
Civil War Correlation one wishes to Contribute to this Research? 
  
One only wishes to add to the Conversation, as a Contribution of how the very Year the 
U.S. Civil War started, in 1861 was the exact Ground Length of the Path, in Nautical 
Miles. This is based on when the Shadow entered and exited the Continental USA. The 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tg7WW7uG1eW04h3Dz4-
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following is the Information associated with Scripture about how the Biblical Account of 
the Pending National Judgment of Nineveh was averted. Will it be the case for the 
USA? Before one delves into one’s Interpretation and Civil War Assessment of these 
Nineveh Localities, a Historical and Biblical Background will be provided for Context. 
  
According to Research, Nineveh Hebrew: ְִוְֶנינ; Akkadian: Ninua, Ninâ was built by 
Nimrod. It was Sennacherib that made Nineveh the Capital City of the Assyrian Empire. 
It would eventually be Sennacherib that would Destroy and lead Captivity the Northern 
10 Tribes called Israel. Up to that Point in Time, Ancient Nineveh was the largest City in 
the Known World. It is believed that the Population of Nineveh during the Rule of 
Sennacherib’s, -704 to -681 BC was around 300,000. Its People were famous for their 
Military and Cruelty. Nonetheless, Years before that occurred, YHVH sent a reluctant 
Jonah there for 40 Days to deliver a Divine Warning of Pending National Judgment. 
 
He was to warn Nineveh to Repent of their Wickedness. Astonishingly, the People of 
Nineveh Fasted and Repented. This is attributed to how a Great Solar Eclipse occurred 
just as the Prophet Jonah arrived at the City. The People, in those Ancient Times had a 
much Deeper and Meaningful Appreciation about, All Things Spiritual, Religious and 
Astronomical. They were and are all Inter-Connecting Factors, etc. As a result of their 
National Repentance, YHVH spared His Judgment. Nineveh is an example of how 
Archeology has proven the Bible to be True. 
  
Nineveh did exist, Historically and as it was essentially buried under Rubble. However, it 
was believed to have been a Mythical City by Modern Historical Liberals and Bible-
Deniers, etc. Nineveh was very much ‘Real’ and now fully Excavated, without a Doubt. It 
is located in Modern-Day City of Mosul, Iraq. However, with the advent of the Muslim 
Terrorist ISIS Groups, the Last Vestiges and Archeology and Artifacts of Ancient 
Nineveh have been deliberately Destroyed. Nineveh stood on the Banks of the Tigris 
River. The portion that bordered Nineveh is now filled with Silt. It is believed by some 
Historians that it was Original Home to the famous Hanging Gardens. In one of the 
Articles noted in the End-Notes, a Study about the City’s Layout will show how it was 
constructed in the Outline of the Constellation of Orion, along with its ‘Star-Gates’, etc. 
 

It is about a Time of Separations 
 

Ancient Nineveh had 7 Main Gates and its Perimeter was Triangulated to what one calls 
the Martian Motif. This is the Pattern that is found, astonishingly, in the Cydonia, Mars 
Pyramid Complex. This Cydonia, Mars Motif Triangulation is what is found replicated in 
all other Ancient Sites around the World, etc. Nineveh was surrounded by massive 
Walls that were 4.3 Miles or 7 Kilometers long. Despite its Magnificence, Nineveh was 
captured in -612 BC. It was Destroyed by the Neo-Babylonians in a Coalition with the 
Medes of what is now North-Western Iran. It was eventually abandoned as the 
Babylonian and then the Medo-Persian Empire ‘Eclipsed’ its Magnificence and 
Prominence. 
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The Ruins of Nineveh were discovered in the Mid-19th Century. Because of its 
Historical Significance, it is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Although that did not do 
much ‘Good’, as it fell into the Terrorist Hands of ISIS that demolished the remaining 
Ruins. The City of Nineveh is mentioned in the Old Testament Books of Jonah and 
Nahum. It is from this Account and Perspective that one draws Prophetic Parallels as to 
its Pending National Judgment and Repentance. And that Point is that it is about a 
Process of Separation, of a Division. It is about an Invasion and the Fall of a once Great 
and Mighty Nation and People that became a Ruinous Heap in the Graveyard of World 
Empires. 
  
It is with such a Biblical Backdrop that one and others have clearly seen the Nineveh 
Prophetic Association with the USA, presently. And now, as to the 6, 7 or 8 Nineveh’s 
that the Shadow of the Moon’s Path will Highlight during the Last and 3rd Great 
American Solar Eclipse, as some have surmised? Based on one’s Research, one 
presents the following Verification. The exact Number of Localities named Nineveh, 
associated with the Path of the Moon’s Shadow or in Proximity is Subjective, as noted. 
In actuality, there are only 2 Locales of Nineveh that are within the Path of the Moon’s 
Shadow during the Eclipse. The following is the list of Locales in the USA named 
Nineveh is a community that may or may not be Incorporated. 
 
1. Nineveh, Texas                              Approximate to Path 
2. Nineveh, Indiana                            In Direct Path 
3. Nineveh, Missouri                           About 250 Miles out from Path 
4. Nineveh Township, Ohio                In Direct Path 
5. Nineveh, Virginia                            About 230 Miles out from Path 
6. Nineveh, Pennsylvania                  Approximate to Path 
7. Nineveh, New York                         Approximate to Path 
8. Nineveh’s, Nova Scotia (2)             Not in the USA 
  
Here is where one’s Observations begin. It is amazing how the 1st Locale named 
Nineveh is where, precisely, the Solar Eclipse had its Totality occur. That place was 
Nineveh, Indiana. The other Locality within the Direct Path was Nineveh, Ohio. Thus, in 
one’s Assessment, there are really only 2 Places named Nineveh that were directly 
associated with the Eclipse. The other Places called Nineveh were just outside the Line 
of Eclipse. In Texas, Pennsylvania and New York, the Nineveh’s were approximate. 
Aside from these 2 core ones and the 3 outside ones, there were 2 other Nineveh’s that 
were ‘Out-Lining’. These were in Missouri and Virginia. 
 

It is About a Beginning and an End 
 

From the List, the 1st 7 Nineveh Locales are within the Continental USA. The Last 2 
Nineveh’s are in Canada, as noted. The Order is given based on the Introduction of the 
Eclipse that comes over the Southern Border, beginning in the Southern Texas Border 
with Mexico. So, subjectively, there can be 2, 5, 6, 7 or 9 Locales named Nineveh that 
are pertinent to the Path of the Eclipse. As to the Nineveh’s in Nova Scotia, Canada? 
And upon further research, Nova Scotia actually has 2 Locales that are named Nineveh. 
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 Here again, as the Eclipse Typology pertains to the USA, exclusively, the Nineveh’s in 
Canada should not really be quality, in one’s Opinion. The Canada Nineveh’s are being 
included as noted by the YouTube Channels called Brother Victor726, 
RevelationWatchman777 and Mark Allison 88, as noted. Now, as to the possible 
Nineveh Prophetic Implications? One will start with a recap of the prior Great American 
Eclipses that have contributed to this 3-2-1 Countdown of sorts. 
  
One is more convinced that YHVH had given the USA, its People, like the People and 
Nation of Nineveh, a Time to Repent to avert National Judgment. Note the exact Time 
Duration from August 21, 2017 to April 8, 2024? It is a 6.66 Year Span of Time. It is thus 
directly associated with a ‘Mark’, an ‘X’ as that is what constitutes the 666 Mark of the 
Beast during the Final 7 Years called the Tribulation Period. The 666 Numerical 
Confidence speaks of Total Allegiance and even Worship of a GOD other than the True 
GOD, YHVH. 
 
    Eclipse 1                                                                     Eclipse 2             Eclipse 3 
August 21, 2017                                                                October 14, 2023       April 8, 
2024? 
|------------------------------------- 6.66 Years ----------------------------------|-------------------------| 
  
Consider the following Amazing Inferences to the Biblical Account of the Sparing of 
Nineveh, due to the Preaching of Jonah. The initial Eclipse of 2017 started on Elul 1, 
which starts the 40 Days of Repentance, as observed by Religious Jews. The Eclipse 
occurred 33 Days before the Great Sign in Heaven of Revelation 12. The Path of the 
Eclipse started in the 33rd State, Oregon and exited near the 33rd Latitude of South 
Carolina. It had Connotations of the Civil War and how it was also determined that there 
were 7 Salem’s in that Eclipse Path of 2017. 
  
It was a Connotation of not to instill ‘Peace’, but to withdraw it from the Land and 
implement a Division. That is what occurred in all Sectors of the American Society: 
Religiously, Politically, Economically, Militarily, Culturally, etc. Then connecting the 2nd 
Great American Eclipse of 2023 with the 3rd Eclipse, its Combined Paths of the Eclipse 
Shadows produced an ‘Alef’ and a Tav’ Pareidolia Effect. 
  
One called that 2nd Eclipse, the ‘Body of Christ’ Eclipse as it exited-out of the USA 
precisely over the City of Corpus Christi, Texas, etc. Nonetheless, one has interpreted 
these 3 Great American Eclipses, as having the USA been ‘Put on Notice’, like Nineveh. 
It was given a Call to Repent on Elul 1. This ‘Divine Call’ to National Repentance, had a 
Beginning and an Ending with the concluding Eclipse of 2024. And that Eclipse of April 
8, 2023 was precisely Nisan 1, the Beginning of the Jewish Religious Calendar. 
 

It is About Prophetic Parallels 
 
Thus, one surmised that the Combination of these 3 Great American Eclipses spelled-
out the Hebrew Word, ‘Emet’, which means ‘Truth’. And? It is in the Backdrop of how 
the USA, the Leader of the ‘Free World’ and Head of the Nations has perpetrated Lies. 
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It has perpetrated Lies of COVID, Money, Media, Culture, Gender, Marriage, Abortion, 
Politics and Religion, etc. To this extent, it is why one has attributed a lot of the Ancient 
Biblical Nuances of Ancient Nineveh, Egypt, and Israel of the Bible to the USA. 
 
The Modern-Day Association of the same Sins are apparent and even more so. The 
Dire Warning is even given by Jesus Himself in how on Judgment Day, the People of 
Nineveh would Rise to Condemn them for not Repenting. And the USA, as all other 
Nations now have Jesus, the Greater Jonah. And Jesus has given the Jews and the 
World its Sign, ‘3 Days and 3 Nights’, etc. The USA has had a lot in Common. 
  
See Articles below for Reference and Interpretation of how the Eclipses, also are 
possibly signaling the Timing of the Rapture. It is about the Bride of Christ and its 
‘Birthing’ as in its ‘Exit’ from Planet Earth that will close-out the Church Age, in one’s 
Prophetic Estimation. This is an Assertion and Theory. One is not claiming it to be True, 
as the Hypothesis will have to be proven by Time. 
 
#809: 2ND GREAT AMERICAN ECLIPSE 
ANNULAR SOLAR TYPES - OCTOBER 14, 2023 
Is it a ‘Wedding Ring’ Motif in Virgo’s Left Hand? 
https://www.postscripts.org/articles-1.html 
  
#747: CORPUS CHRISTI RAPTURE 
OCTOBER 14, 2023 SOLAR ECLIPSE 
A Marking, Exiting and Birthing before Judgment 
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-747.html 
 
 
As one can assess, there are a lot of Biblical Parallels of how the Pending National 
Judgment of Israel, Egypt and Nineveh are striking. And more frightening, is that the 
Divine Call to National Repentance has fallen on Deaf Ears. The National Division of the 
Land and its People appears to have come to Pass for the USA. In her case, she has 
not Repented and will not Repent to avert YHVH’s National Judgment, one is convinced 
of this. As to one’s Research Contribution to this Nineveh Association regarding the 3rd 
and Last Great American Eclipse? As mentioned, it has to do with the Division of the 
USA that is on the verge of a 2nd Civil War. 
  
Even the Mainstream Media has alluded to this possibility in various Articles and News 
Spotlights. And with the National Elections for who will be the USA’s next President 
chosen in 2024, there is clear Descent, especially at the Southern Border with Texas 
and Mexico over Illegal Immigration. And it is precisely beginning with Texas, at Eagle 
Pass that the Eclipse begins for the USA. Can it get any more Surreal in that the Locale 
is named for the very National Motif and Bird that depicts the Mighty USA? But it is the 
Sun that is not only crossing its Borders, but Hoards of Illegal Immigrants. 
  

It is About a Civil War 
 

https://www.postscripts.org/articles-1.html
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-747.html
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Then consider that from the moment the Moon’s Shadow crosses the Southern Border 
in Texas, to when Moon’s Shadow 1st starts to Exit out in Maine, there is a unique 
Numerical Facture in terms of the U.S. Civil War. How so? That distance, at ground 
length, is exactly 1861 Nautical Miles. And? That is the exact Year that the 1st U.S. Civil 
War started. Will there be a U.S. Civil War 2? Some People are convinced that the U.S. 
Civil War 2 has already begun. 
  
And that the 3 Great American Eclipses, spanning exactly 6.66 Years from 2017 to 
2024 have been Broadcasting this Divine Call, like what occurred with Ancient Nineveh. 
But there is a National Difference. One is more convinced that there will eventually be a 
National Judgment, due to the USA and its People not Repenting as Nineveh did. And 
as a Result, the Division of the Land, even Topographically, will be a sure Judgment to 
come, if it has not already begun. It is because the USA and its People, as a whole, 
have crossed the Line of No Return, No Repentance. 
  

APRIL 8, 2024 – 3RD GREAT AMERICAN ECLISPE PATH 
 

Start of Entrance                                                                                         Start of Exit 
  Eagle Pass, TX                                   Continental 

USA                                    Monticello, ME      
            |------------------------------------  1861 Nautical Miles --------------------------------------| 

 
                                                      U.S. Start of Civil War 1861 

  
What also characterized the 3rd and Last Great American Eclipse was how it marked 
that ‘X’ across the Heart of the USA Heartland. That Region is called ‘Little Egypt’ and it 
is where the Moon’s Shadow passes directly over Makanda, which Means the ‘Star of 
Egypt’. In the prior Research into these 3 Eclipses, one has presented the Mathematical 
Proportion of how the ‘X’ occurred precisely at the Phi Ratio of how the USA is laid-out 
Topographically on a Map. This Section patricians the entire Continental USA with the 
Mighty Mississippi River that can be likened to the Nile River, etc.  
   
And with that Biblical Connotation, it is the 10 Plagues of Egypt that essentially 
Destroyed the Nation for their Sins during the Exodus ‘Separation’. It was the Sin of the 
First-Born that did-in the Egyptians as they plotted to Kill all the Jewish First-Born 
Males. And the Proudful Pharaoh prevented the Exiting of the Israelites, etc. One is 
convinced that the End of the Church Age will in some Fashion, also be tied to the 
Timing and Meaning of these 3 Great American Eclipses. It is how the Rapture Event 
can be likened to the Exodus from that World, that ‘Egypt’. And how the Nation that had 
Persecuted the People of YHVH will be Judged for their Plotting and Conspiracies. 
 
The Ruler and Nation of Nineveh, in that Ancient Account was Sennacherib. The Name 
is a derivation of a Cherub, of which Lucifer is of that Angelic Class and Rank, having 4 
Wings, etc. But it was Sennacherib that taunted Israel, Jerusalem and the Temple of 
YHVH during the Reign of King Hezekiah. It was this King of Judah that went before the 
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Temple of YHVH and Supplicated for a Deliverance. And the Key to YHVH granting that 
Petition was because of who YHVH is and has done. In this case, because of Jesus. 
 
It is in a similar Prophetic manner that the Greater Sennacherib, Lucifer is taunting the 
People of Jesus and the Heavenly Jerusalem and the Spiritual Temple of the Bride of 
Christ that is nearing its Completion while still on Earth. And it is not because of the 
Comportment of the People of Jesus that merits their Deliverance. But it is because 
there is a ‘Shout of a King’ amongst her and the Reputation of Jesus is that is really 
being taunted and attacked. The solution in these Last Days as to what the Body of 
Christ is to do, is to do what King Hezekiah Commanded. 
  
The Victory was assured through Worship. King Hezekiah literally orchestrated a 
Parade of Praise. He proclaimed that Victory that had already been won in Christ. This 
is the Key during a Time of National Judgment that is sure to come, has come. But so 
has the Time for the Bride of Christ to ‘Exodus’ out of Egypt, out of ‘Makanda’ Land and 
head the Warning of Jonah and live by the Sign that Jesus gave of His Guarantee that it 
is eventually He, a Person that is how one averts Judgment. 
   
_____________________ 
  
Related Article 
  
#246: NINEVEH ORION STAR MAP 
SIGN OF JONAH JUDGMENT 
The 2nd Coming of Senna-Cherib 
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-246.html 
  
Book 
  
3 GREAT AMERICAN ECLIPSES 
Celestial Omens of Judgment 
The purpose of this Book is to present over a Decade-Worth of Research since 2015, 
into the 3 Great American Eclipses that Crisscrossed the United States of America. 
They started in 2017 and culminated in 2024. One will present a Compilation of Articles 
suggesting that these Eclipses were Celestial Omens of Pending Judgment upon a 
Nation, that much like Nineveh of the Old Testament was given an allotted Time to 
Repent of her Sins, etc. 
  
Order a Hard Copy on Lulu Books to help Support this Type of Research. 
https://www.lulu.com/shop/luis-vega/3-great-american-eclipses/paperback/product-
zmm2p64.html?q=luis+vega&page=1&pageSize=4   
  
Download the Free PDF Version of the Book 
  
3 GREAT AMERICAN ECLIPSES 
Share it with Friends and one’s Community. 

https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-246.html
https://www.lulu.com/shop/luis-vega/3-great-american-eclipses/paperback/product-zmm2p64.html?q=luis+vega&page=1&pageSize=4
https://www.lulu.com/shop/luis-vega/3-great-american-eclipses/paperback/product-zmm2p64.html?q=luis+vega&page=1&pageSize=4
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/12HBszjGvG0-ccA-6fx0iI6Lz-kyBYXE_/view?usp=sharing 
   
Free Eclipses Resource Page 
https://www.postscripts.org/great-eclipse.html   
  
Path of the April 8, 2024 Nisan 1 Great American Eclipse 
Flyover North America for the Total Solar Eclipse 
Great American Eclipse YouTube Channel 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOpYoO_SK7o&pp=ygU4UGF0aCBvZiB0aGUgQX
ByaWwgOCwgMjAyNCBOaXNhbiAxIEdyZWF0IEFtZXJpY2FuIEVjbGlwc2U%3D   
 
Download Free Chart: PDF 
https://nebula.wsimg.com/1088b949517881d19ad1df8d4dbc23d2?AccessKeyId=D4010
6E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1 

 

 
Might This be the Rapture Time? 

 
Great American Eclipse - April 8, 2024.png    
 
The ‘Rapture’ will take place in the USA! This is of course if one believed that the 
Rapture Event would have coincided with such a Celestial Sign as the Last and 3rd  
Great American Eclipse of April 8, 2024. Now that Date coincided with Nisan 1, the 1st  
Month of the Religious New Year of the Bible. It appeared to have been ‘Bracketed’ by 
the 1st Great American Eclipse of August 21, 2017 that began on the Jewish Calendar 
of Elul 1, exactly 6.66 Years earlier. 
 
 
That 1st Great American Eclipse started the 40-Day ‘Season of Repentance'. That Time-
Frame is also called the ‘Days of Awe’, etc. So, will the Biblical Rapture of the Followers 
and Believers of Jesus that constitutes the Bride of Christ be Separated, Divided and 
Extracted from Earth on such a Day? Not sure but consider the following ‘Sign of the 
Rapture that one is more convinced is interwoven in the 3 Eclipses. There is only 1 
Place in the entire World named ‘Rapture’ that can be found in only 1 Country. 
 
= Rapture, Indiana USA LAT: 40.565550  LONG: -79.859140 
 
So, on the Nisan 1 New Year of April 8, 2024, the Last and 3rd Great American Eclipse 
passed over the only Place in the entire World, named Rapture, Indiana. And? It was 
very interesting to note the Time and Place then. The Solar Eclipse started in this area, 
which occurred in the Constellation of Pisces, its Totality Phase. Coincidence? 
Connection? Convincing perhaps. Nonetheless, one took this ‘Coincidence’ as a 
possible Rapture Sign in its own Right. One has argued that the 3 Great American 
Eclipse are tied to the Rapture Event. How so? Consider the following ‘Rapture Signs. 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12HBszjGvG0-ccA-6fx0iI6Lz-kyBYXE_/view?usp=sharing
https://www.postscripts.org/great-eclipse.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOpYoO_SK7o&pp=ygU4UGF0aCBvZiB0aGUgQXByaWwgOCwgMjAyNCBOaXNhbiAxIEdyZWF0IEFtZXJpY2FuIEVjbGlwc2U%3D
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOpYoO_SK7o&pp=ygU4UGF0aCBvZiB0aGUgQXByaWwgOCwgMjAyNCBOaXNhbiAxIEdyZWF0IEFtZXJpY2FuIEVjbGlwc2U%3D
https://nebula.wsimg.com/1088b949517881d19ad1df8d4dbc23d2?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
https://nebula.wsimg.com/1088b949517881d19ad1df8d4dbc23d2?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
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1st Great American Eclipse 
The Eclipse occurred 33 Days out from the Revelation 12 Sign. And that Great Sign, 
Astronomically depicted a Rapture Event. In that case, it was Astronomically depicting 
the ‘Harpazo’ of the Man-Child that was Snatched-Up to the Throne of YHVH, from the 
Harm intended by the Red Dragon, etc. 
 
2nd Great American Eclipse 
This Eclipse had the Connection to Corpus Christi, Texas, the Body of Christ. It 
occurred Astronomically in the Constellation of Virgo in her ‘Hand’. It was an Annular 
Type of Eclipse. Meaning that it looked like a Wedding Ring being placed in her ‘Hand’, 
etc. That was where the Eclipse exited-out or as in, the Body of Christ in Latin, got 
Raptured-Out. 
 
3rd Great American Eclipse 
Now this Last Eclipse began its Totality Phase as it Passed directly over the exact Spot, 
the only Place in the entire World named ‘Rapture’. 

 

Blessings, 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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